In a preliminary report of this work1 it was suggested that the synthesis of ribosomal protein in bacteria is controlled by the cellular concentration of precursor ribosomal RNA. This conclusion was based, in part, on evidence obtained using a mutant of Escherichia coli with "relaxed" control of ribosomal RNA synthesis. The evidence indicated that the "relaxed" RNA, accumulated during methionine deprivation of the mutant, was the controlling factor in the synthesis of ribosomal protein after methionine restoration. Recently this work has been substantiated by Ennis and Lubin2 and by Nakada3 using a similar mutant. They have proposed that the "relaxed" particles not only direct the synthesis of the protein that will subsequently combine with the particles to form ribosomes, but also serve as the sites of synthesis for this protein.
In a preliminary report of this work1 it was suggested that the synthesis of ribosomal protein in bacteria is controlled by the cellular concentration of precursor ribosomal RNA. This conclusion was based, in part, on evidence obtained using a mutant of Escherichia coli with "relaxed" control of ribosomal RNA synthesis. The evidence indicated that the "relaxed" RNA, accumulated during methionine deprivation of the mutant, was the controlling factor in the synthesis of ribosomal protein after methionine restoration. Recently this work has been substantiated by Ennis and Lubin2 and by Nakada3 using a similar mutant. They have proposed that the "relaxed" particles not only direct the synthesis of the protein that will subsequently combine with the particles to form ribosomes, but also serve as the sites of synthesis for this protein.
While the "relaxed" particles appear to show many of the properties expected of ribosomal RNA,4 it is not known if these particles actually exist as intermediates in normal ribosome synthesis, that is, if they are functionally equivalent to ribosome precursors synthesized in balanced growth. The present work deals with the role of normal "preribosomal" RNA in the synthesis or ribosomal protein.
Materials and Methods.-Salmonella typhimurium strain Ade-11, requiring a purine for growth, and strain E2-67, requiring a purine and proline, were obtained from M. Schaechter. Membrane filters used were no. B6 from Schleicher and Schuell. Tritiated uracil was obtained from New England Nuclear Corporation. C14-valine was obtained from Schwarz BioResearch, Inc.
Cultivation: The basic glucose-salts medium5 was supplemented with Eagle's vitamin solution, adenine (20 Mg/ml), and one of two amino acid pools. Amino acid pool D contained alanine, aspartic acid, arginine, cysteine, glutamic acid, and glycine. Pool G contained alanine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, glycine, histidine, lysine, phenylalanine, proline, serine, threonine, and tyrosine. Cells were cultivated at 370 under forced aeration in the complete medium. Deprivation of adenine (shift down) was effected when cultures were in balanced growth and before they had attained a cell density greater than 100 jug cell dry weight per ml. To shift down, 100-ml cultures were filtered on 90-mm membrane filters, washed thoroughly on the filters with prewarmed complete medium without adenine, and then resuspended in the same medium with aeration restored. This process required 1.0-1.5 min for completion. Incorporation kinetics: Rates of incorporation of valine and uracil were determined by addition of 1.0 ml of culture to 0. acid (TCA). Uracil samples were extracted for 30 min at 00. Valine samples were extracted for 60 min at 60°or overnight at room temperature. After extraction each sample was filtered onto a 25-mm membrane filter, which had been presaturated with nonlabeled valine and uracil, and was exhaustively washed with TCA. The filters were dissolved in 10 ml of scintillation fluid6 and counted in a Tri-Carb liquid scintillation spectrometer. Background levels were determined on samples in which TCA had been added to the isotope before the culture. Rate is defined as cpm incorporated per min exposure to the isotope per unit optical density and expressed as per cent of the preshift rate. Turbidity: Culture density was determined in a Beckman model B spectrophotometer at 450 mu and a path length of 1.0 cm.
Experimental Results.-Schaechter' has shown that, when certain purine-requiring mutants of S. typhimurium are deprived of the required factor, little or no net DNA or RNA is synthesized in the 2 hr following deprivation. On the other hand, as much as a doubling in protein content is observed in the same postdeprivation leriod. Figure 1 shows the growth of a purine mutant before and after the removal of adenine. Culture density before the shift is plotted as the logarithm; after the shift it is plotted directly.
Kinetics of valine and uracil incorporation after adenine deprivation are shown in Figure 2 . Uracil incorporation decreases rapidly in rate after the shift, to less than 20 per cent of the preshift rate in the first minute and to about 5 in four different purine-and pyrimidine-requiring mutants of S. typhimurium and Escherichia coli.
In a similar experiment, the culture was provided a short pulse of tritiated uracil just prior to the shift. After removal of the adenine and the exogenous tritiated uracil, the rate of incorporation of valine in the postshift period was determined as before. In addition, two samples were taken at the same time, and the RNA of the cells was: (1) assayed for the total amount of incorporated uracil by direct cold TCA extraction and counting as before, and (2) subjected to endogenous degradation in the presence of 5 X 10-3 M 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP) for 30 min at 370 (see Gros et al.8) , and then assayed for the amount of tritiated uracil remaining in the RNA. The difference between (1) and (2) at any given time is a measure of the amount of the pulse-labeled RNA that is sensitive to the endogenous ribonuclease of the cell. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the rate of valine incorporation and the cellular content of pulse-labeled, ribonuclease-sensitive RNA. The lines were fitted by the method of least squares; neither intercept is significantly different from zero.
Discussion.-The bulk of evidence for the role of ribosomal RNA in the control of ribosomal protein synthesis has been obtained from experiments with "relaxed" mutants of E. coli.2, I These experiments involve a state of unbalanced growth in which the cells accumulate large quantities of RNA-rich particles, the so-called "relaxed" particles, while protein synthesis is discontinued. When conditions for growth are restored, these particles appear to direct the de novo synthesis of the ribosomal protein with which they subsequently combine to form ribosomes.
An analogous experimental system can be created to determine if normal "preribosomal" RNA has the same function in the synthesis of ribosomal protein as do the "relaxed" particles. Removal of adenine from a balanced-growing culture of any one of several purine-requiring mutants results in an abrupt cessation of RNA synthesis, while protein synthesis continues. The kinetics of this postdeprivation protein synthesis, indicated by valine incorporation in Figure 2 , suggests two independent synthetic processes-one producing protein at a constant rate from the PROC. N. A. S. time of the shift and for an indefinite period of time, the other producing protein at an exponentially decaying rate. Figure 1 shows that the total mass of the culture, as measured by turbidity, continues to increase for several hours after the shift. Although the small total increase in density makes it difficult to distinguish between a linear and an exponential increase in mass, the data in Figure 1 suggest that the postshift rate of increase is essentially constant. Since protein is the only cell constituent that has been shown to increase under these circumstances,7 it appears that the extended, regular increase in mass observed after the shift is due to the continued synthesis of protein at a constant rate.
This conclusion is supported by the data in Figure 2 . After the initial exponential decline, the rate of protein synthesis remains constant. The control of this residual protein synthesis is not clear. Since there is no exogenous supply of adenine, presumably the messenger RNA for this process is made by regular and efficient turnover of the endogenous reserves of adenine in the cell. But it is also possible that this particular process is mediated by a metabolically stable, or long-lived, messenger.
The exponentially decaying component of postshift protein synthesis, however, may be important in the consideration of the functional role of "preribosomal" RNA. Since the culture was in balanced growth when the adenine was removed, there should exist in the cells at the time of the shift a concentration of "preribosomal" RNA equivalent to the steady-state pool of this substance. Assuming that this RNA, like the "relaxed" particles, directs the synthesis of ribosomal protein and then combines with the protein to form ribosomes, it should be possible to predict the kinetics of ribosomal protein synthesis after the shift. The requirements are: (1) that the rate of synthesis of ribosomal protein is directly proportional to the cellular concentration of "preribosomal" RNA, and (2) that the synthesis of ribosomal protein results in the removal of the RNA from the "preribosomal" pool by formation of ribosomes.
In mathematical terms these requirements appear as follows:
dP/dt= k1R (1)
where dP/dt is the rate of synthesis of ribosomal protein, P; -dR/dt is the rate of disappearance from the pool of "preribosomal" RNA, R; and ki and k2 are constants. In balanced growth, equation (2) alone would not represent the pool kinetics of "preribosomal" RNA, since a steady-state exists and the pool size remains constant. However, in the shift to adenine deprivation, no RNA synthesis occurs and only loss from the pool is observed. Combination of equations (1) and (2) results as follows:
-dR/dt= kjk2R or R = Roe-lk2t
(3) where Ro is the value of R when t = 0, that is, at the time of the shift. Equation (3) predicts a first-order loss of RNA from the "preribosomal" pool. When this equation is substituted into equation (1) This expression predicts an exponential decrease in the rate of ribosomal protein synthesis with time after the shift. Figure 2 shows that, when the constant component of protein synthesis is subtracted, the rate of synthesis decays exponentially with time. The decay half-time of this curve is about 6 min. Thus, equation (4) fits the data in Figure 2 , that is, the postshift kinetics of one component of protein synthesis follow a pattern predicted by the suggested control model.
Another prediction made by the model can be tested in this system. Equation (1) predicts a direct proportionality between the rate of protein synthesis and the size of the "preribosomal" pool as protein synthesis continues after the shift. In the mathematics of equations (3) and (4) the prediction says that these two parameters will both decay exponentially, and with the same decay constant, kik2. It has been pointed out 4 8, 9 that, in the presence of DNP, messenger RNA and free ribosomal RNA are sensitive to endogenous degradation by cellular enzymes, while transfer RNA and the RNA in completed ribosome particles are insensitive. Since the conversion of "preribosomal" RNA to ribosomes results in a conversion of the RNA from the sensitive to the insensitive form, the change in cellular content of sensitive RNA should reflect, at least in part, the loss of RNA from this pool. Figure 3 shows that the rate of protein synthesis after the shift is directly proportional to the concentration of sensitive RNA in the cell, that is, both parameters decline with the same exponential kinetics. In each of the experiments shown in Figure 3 , the decay half-time was about 6 min.
There is a sensitive RNA component in the cell that does not change in amount with time after the shift. This is presumably the messenger RNA that mediates the constant component of postshift protein synthesis. Thus, the cellular content of sensitive RNA and the rate of protein synthesis would each be expected to approach some minimum value, corresponding, respectively, to the new steady-state concentration of messenger RNA and the observed constant rate of protein synthesis directed by this RNA. If equation (1) is correct and the syntheses of the two protein components are independent, the relationships shown in Figure 3 would be expected to extrapolate to the origin as they do.
The evidence presented here is indirect. The RNA which experiences the exponential loss after the shift has not been specifically identified and the proposed two-component nature of the postshift protein synthesis is, as yet, somewhat speculative. However, the proposed control model is reasonable in the light of the evidence obtained using the "relaxed" mutant and the observed results are consistent with the predictions made by the model.
Summary.-A model of control is proposed, in which (1) the synthesis of ribosomal protein is directed by "preribosomal" RNA, (2) the rate of protein synthesis is proportional to the cellular concentration of this RNA, and (3) RNA is removed from the "preribosomal" pool in proportion to the amount of protein synthesized, with the RNA and the newly synthesized protein combining ultimately to form complete ribosomes. When applied to an experimental system in which RNA synthesis is abruptly inhibited while protein synthesis is alloyed to continue, the model correctly predicts the observed experimental results.
